Introduction

The ‘Politics of Justice in Private Law’ intends to highlight the differences between the Member States’ concepts of social justice, which have developed historically, and the distinct European concept of access justice. Contrary to the emerging critique of Europe’s justice deficit in the aftermath of the Eurozone crisis, I argue that beneath the larger picture of the Monetary Union, a more positive and more promising European concept of justice is developing. European access justice is thinner than national social justice, but access justice represents a distinct conception of justice nevertheless. It is both descriptive and normative. I will neither defend national cultures and traditions nor proclaim European access justice as a substitute for national social justice. Member States/nation-states remain free to complement European access justice and bring to bear their own pattern of social justice. However, the ongoing economic and societal transformations force us in light of ‘intuitively felt cracks’ to rethink national patterns of social justice and their compatibility with the European concept of justice. This book defends the European experiment as good and useful. The European legal order and European society yield genuine social

values. Nostalgia for the national welfare state of the 1970s or the sovereign nation-state is not likely to be an adequate answer to the societal and economic transformations which arose at the beginning of the twenty-first century.

The Argument

The clarion call for justice in private law, which first emerged in the late nineteenth century, places the nation-state in a prominent position. Today, the nation-state is subject to deeply penetrating transformation processes that affect its ability to deliver its preferred option of justice. The European experiment – the building of a transnational quasi-statutory entity through law with all its turbulence – allows us to study the effects of these transformation processes on private law, on the nation-state and on patterns of justice. Peering through a looking glass, EU private law mirrors the limits of the national welfare state, but also allows us to study the potential for building a concept of justice beyond the nation-state in a regulated economy through private law – access justice. Long-standing national legal traditions and legal cultures clash with the transformative power of the EU that challenges entitlements held dear but offers opportunities for rethinking justice through private law. Here is a tentative definition:

Access justice materialises the theoretical chance of EU citizens to participate in the market so as to make it a realistic opportunity. Access justice lays down procedural requirements for proper enforcement of EU private law. Access justice provides for an institutional design that allows for the participation of EU citizens in civil society. Access justice distributes and redistributes opportunities. Therefore, access justice should be understood as a thin version of social distributive justice. However, in its participatory form it turns into societal justice.

The following introduction highlights the transformation of private law, of the nation-state and of social justice. It provides guidance to the theoretical localisation of access justice and the methodology used. The overall argument of the book is then unfolded in three consecutive steps. The first part analyses the transformation process of social justice in the private legal orders of France, Germany and the United Kingdom.

---

Despite all the alterations, the three legal orders demonstrate intellectual path dependency, which, however, was severely shattered only after the Second World War through the European integration process. How the EU is interfering in the foundations of private law and the patterns of justice is the theme of the Part II. It goes to show that the EU is developing a genuine model of access justice that sits uncomfortably with national patterns of justice and provokes strong political and ideological reactions. The third part is devoted to identifying the shape of the new private law beyond the nation-state, which is already in the making. All three parts lead to a single conclusion: Access justice is claimed to be the paradigm for the emergent private law order beyond the nation-state.

Introduction: Justice, State/the EU and Private Law

The history of the transformations of private law, the nation-state and social justice needs to be structured. D. Kennedy’s distinction between the three waves of globalisation of legal thought, from classical legal thought to the Social and from there to neoformalism helps explain the three transformations. The three waves are used as labels that capture a set of common features in each of the three epochs, but they leave space for contingency in the evolution of scenarios. At the apogee of classical legal thought, the ‘state’ is governed through formal law expressing norms of corrective justice. During the second wave of globalisation of legal thought, ‘the Social’ arises as a general pattern in social welfare states that comes to dominate private law. The third wave of globalisation is characterised by Kennedy’s concept of neoformalism. Private law thinking intrudes into the formerly public sector, the different policies and institutions, shattering established patterns of social justice. The nation-states have new challenges to master, in which social and distributive justice appear in a new light,

---

5 In a similar direction though not discussing private law, F. de Witte distinguishes between market, communitarian and aspirational solidarity in Justice in the EU. The Emergence of Transnational Solidarity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).


7 D. Kennedy uses neoformalism, in particular through his claim of ‘managing difference’. The critique that he forgets about the role and function of the ‘market’ seems to be overstated. J. Desautels-Stein and D. Kennedy, ‘Foreword: Theorizing Contemporary Legal Thought’ (2015) 78 Law and Contemporary Problems i–x.
no longer as a matter of the nation-state alone, but as one that affects the overall position of each nation-state vis-à-vis the global economy.\(^8\)

The next step is to delineate access justice from pure market justice\(^9\) and to clarify the relationship between the European model of access justice and national patterns of social justice. The substantive part of this Introduction concludes with a clarification on the chosen three-layered methodology which underpins the overall argument. First and foremost, there is ideological criticism on the over-instrumentalisation of the law as a means to build a social market and a more just society. The European experiment contributes to dismantle blind spots\(^10\) in the national welfare state and to provide a forum for the suggested post-classical move that lays bare the architecture of post-national private law. Legal consciousness and intellectual history constitute the third layer and serve as the tool through which the transformation process of the last 200 years can be reconstructed, explained and made comprehensible. In what comes I will first analyse the transformations, then locate access justice before I turn to the preconceptions and the methodology.

1 The Transformation of Private Law, the Nation-State and Social Justice

The Member States of the European Union developed over the twentieth century their own model of social justice in private law. For the purposes of this book, private law is understood as economic law. It covers contract and tort as well as labour law, non-discrimination law and consumer law.\(^11\) Each model of social justice is inherently linked to the specificities of the particular country, its economic and social conditions, and the national culture and tradition. However, all

---


models have in common that sooner or later it is for the (nation) state\textsuperscript{12} to use the law as a means to protect the weaker party against the stronger party, the employee against the employer, the tenant against the landlord,\textsuperscript{13} and the consumer against the supplier. Therefore, social justice is bound to the idea of redistribution of wealth and loss shifting from the richer to the poorer part of the society, individually and collectively. That is where the idea of the social welfare state is located and that is where the rhetoric of social distributive justice via the (nation) state is rooted.

The integration of social justice into private law and the rise of the welfare state in the twentieth century were made possible through the economic, social, political and technological developments that shook Europe between the seventeenth and nineteenth century and that freed private law from feudal and corporative (\textit{ständische}) barriers.\textsuperscript{14} Social justice itself is a product of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a result of the socialist labour movement. States responded to the rise of the labour movement in various ways, mostly by transforming their private law systems through the ‘protective’ welfare state in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The second wave of social justice started after World War II with the rise of the consumer society.\textsuperscript{15} Again states’ private law systems were confronted with the call for social justice. This time the response came from the ‘regulatory’ welfare state. Labour law became a subject of its own and emigrated from the private law system, becoming a separate area of law. A similar development can be observed in consumer law, which is


\textsuperscript{13} ‘TENLAW: Tenancy Law and Housing Policy in Multi-level Europe’ directed by Christoph Schmid, Centre of European Law and Politics at the University of Bremen, www.tenlaw.uni-bremen.de/.

\textsuperscript{14} J.-W. Hedemann, \textit{Die Fortschritte des Zivilrechts im XIX. Jahrhundert. Ein Überblick über die Entfaltung des Privatrechts in Deutschland, Österreich, Frankreich und der Schweiz. Erster Teil. Die Neuordnung des Verkehrslebens}, Vol. I (Berlin: Heymann, 1910). Hedemann was later involved in the Nazi regime and in the development of the so-called Volksgesetzbuch (the attempt of Third Reich jurists in the Akademie für Deutsches Recht to replace the Bürgerliche Gesetzbuch by a civil law code aligned with the principles of National Socialism).

\textsuperscript{15} On the much longer history of consumption, F. Trentmann, \textit{Empire of Things: How We Became a World of Consumers, from the Fifteenth Century to the Twenty-First} (London: Penguin Books, 2016); on the rise of the consumer society after World War II, p. 272.
about to segregate from private law independent of its form, whether it is part of a national civil code or not. \(^\text{16}\)

The European Economic Community (EEC) as originally envisaged in the 1950s, in contrast, was to be built on a clear separation of responsibilities, between the EEC – to establish the Common Market – and the Member States that remained responsible for social policy. \(^\text{17}\) The constitutional construction of the EEC changed considerably over time. Since the adoption of the Single European Act in 1986, the European Union bears a ‘social outlook’, which gradually developed over time and has now taken shape in the Lisbon Treaty and the Charter of Fundamental Rights. There was even an ongoing discussion on an existing or emerging European Social Model, \(^\text{18}\) which is currently being superseded by debates about the injustice resulting from the Eurozone crisis and the way it is managed through the EU, Member States and the IMF. \(^\text{19}\) The democratic and social deficit critiques are not new. They have accompanied the EU from its beginning and gained pace after the Single European Act in 1986, which granted the EU powers in social regulation. However, the Eurozone crisis has added a new layer to the debate about the justice deficit and its proclaimed neoliberal outlook, \(^\text{20}\) which has placed the blame for undermining national democracies firmly at the door of the EU. This debate somewhat overshadows that the EU is not the cause of the transformation process and that its role and function needs a much

---


more sophisticated understanding here enshrined in the model of shared responsibilities.\textsuperscript{21}

1.1 The Transformation to the Law of the Labour and Consumer Market Society

Member States developed their national labour laws long before the European Union turned into a political, economic and social actor. Where the European Union succeeded in gaining competence through various treaty amendments, the matters were either genuinely European in that they concerned cross-border issues within the EU or the competence transfer was to serve, in tacit agreement with the majority of the Member States, the ‘modernising’\textsuperscript{22} of national economies so as to make them fit for competing in ever more globalised markets. The ‘erosion’ of the welfare state and the ‘decline’ of the Social lie at the heart of social justice critiques of the EU.\textsuperscript{23}

‘Modernisation’ does not take on the same contours in the three Member States under scrutiny. One might wonder, therefore, who is modernising whom – is the EU modernising the Member States, or are the Member States modernising the EU? It will be shown that UK labour law precedes labour law developments via the EU. Therefore, UK labour law might be the driver behind the EU approach on labour law, with some modifications through the promotion of social rights.

In consumer law, Member States left the field to the EU, which is about to develop a second generation of consumer law that reaches beyond national welfarist thinking.\textsuperscript{24} In reaction to the Eurozone crisis, the EU legislator is gradually developing a genuine approach with regard to investor protection and debtor protection, though it seems


as if the European Court of Justice (ECJ), rather than the EU legislator, is the driving force.25

The functional transfer of regulatory powers from Member States to the European Union since the adoption of the White Paper on the Completion of the Single European Market in 198526 has triggered a fierce debate; first, on Europe’s social deficit in the aftermath of Viking and Laval27 and, second, on Europe’s justice deficit. Scholars ask why Member States were not ready to grant the EU more comprehensive powers to shape and elaborate the Social? A rather simple explanation is the unwillingness of the Member States to build the ‘United States of Europe’ after 1989 with a common social, economic and fiscal policy. This suggests that the Social could have been preserved in a fully federalised European Union. The subtler explanation is that the Member States needed the EU to prepare their citizens for the much more competitive economic, political and social environment. Therefore, the ‘debate on deficits’ – social deficit, democratic deficit, justice deficit – could be explained as a tension between models of the national welfare state and the fact that there may be limits to the Social in a globalised economy.

The EU’s limited competences did not allow for deeper intervention into labour law, at least if one understands labour law as reaching beyond personal employment law. A holistic view demonstrates the EU’s limited impact on industrial relations, social security, collective bargaining, minimum wages and unemployment policy,28 and commercial and company law.29 The two most visible developments notwithstanding the EU’s restricted competence relate to the much debated approach taken to the role and function of trade unions in the making and enforcement of self-standing rules (Viking and Laval) and, secondly, the individualisation of the employees through subjective enforceable ‘rights’.

26 COM (85) 310 final, 14.6.1985
National consumer law, in contrast, was not at rest yet in Member States when the European Union took on a leading policy role.\textsuperscript{30} The European Union ‘saved’ consumer law from its decline in the Member States, transforming it into an instrument of Internal Market-building and, later, for the management of the Eurozone crisis.\textsuperscript{31} That is why consumer law with or without protection\textsuperscript{32} is of particular interest for the concept of justice. In national law, van der Heijden characterises regulatory intervention as ‘inequality compensation’\textsuperscript{33}: ‘the legislator has considered it useful and necessary to compensate the economic imbalance between employer and employee through law’. At an EU level, however, new language is required that combines EU market and European society building. It might be more appropriate to speak of the European ‘law of the labour market society’ and the European ‘law of the consumer market society’. Only such a label combines the two perspectives, the market and the society.\textsuperscript{34} 

The EU has introduced a third dimension into the debate on the Social, a dimension which is crucial for understanding the European social morals and for conceptualising the European model of justice. Art. 119 ECC Treaty of Rome introduced ‘Equal Pay of Men and Women’ (now Art. 141 TFEU). The various treaty amendments broadened the scope of equal pay in Art. 141 TFEU and expanded the recognised forms of discrimination. The EU legislature extended the reach of the anti-discrimination principle to transgender, race, age, disability and religion. Today EU anti-discrimination law has expanded into ever wider fields of the economy and society. Member States with a colonial past had adopted race discrimination laws long before. The change in language from anti- to non-discrimination changes the


\textsuperscript{34} R. Münch, ‘Constructing a European Society by Jurisdiction’ (2008) 14 European Law Journal 519–541, analyses the role of the ECJ in the making of transnational society.
focus. Non-discrimination is positive, namely an obligation to find discrimination, whereas anti-discrimination is negative, it limits discrimination where it is found and brought to the public (judicial) attention. The ethics of non-discrimination as an overarching principle is directly connected to what D. Kennedy termed the third wave of globalisation of legal thought.

Since the White Paper on the Completion of the Internal Market the EU has adopted a large amount of secondary legislation. The regulations and directives influence private law matters either directly (consumer, labour, non-discrimination, commercial and company law directives) or indirectly (directives meant to liberalise markets, e.g. telecommunications, postal services, energy or electricity, gas, transport, health care and financial services). The first set of rules mimic the design of protective legislation in line with national social welfare thinking. The second set of rules move away from protective regulation to social market regulation, from social distributive justice to European access justice. The European rules on labour, non-discrimination and consumer law are governed by a different philosophy, which cannot be brought in line with the social welfare understanding of justice. These three areas of European regulatory private law form the core of the analysis in the Member States (Part I), the EU (Part II) and in the tripartite private legal order beyond the nation-state (Part III).

1.2 The Transformation of the Nation-State and the European Experiment

European integration, the building of a genuine European legal order in the words of the ECJ, and what others refer to as the European ‘constitutional charter’ cannot be compared with the twentieth-century social welfare state. The European legal order represents a unique constitutional construct, which is neither a nation-state in the European sense nor a federation of states in the American understanding. There is strong support for the uniqueness of the European legal order and for the opportunities it offers in the post-nation-state era; however, there
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